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Abstract - This paper proposes a role-based access 
control (RBAC) model to prevent information 
leakage within object-oriented systems. It is named 
MRBAC (modified role-based access control) 
because it is a modification of RBAC96. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Access control has been recognized as important to 
prevent information leakage within a system. The 
control within a system is a language-based security 
model [1]. That is, an access control model should be 
embedded in a language to prevent information 
leakage within a program implemented by the 
language. The control can be achieved through 
information flow control [2-25]. We involved in the 
research of controlling information flows within 
object-oriented systems for years and developed an 
RBAC-based models for information flow control 
called MRBAC (modified RBAC), because it is a 
modification of RBAC96 [26]. This paper proposes 
MRBAC, which can adapt to dynamic object state 
change and dynamic role change as described below. 
 
a. Adapt to dynamic object state change. An object 

state is a snapshot of objects and object 
relationships at a certain time point. Therefore, 
object state changes when objects or object 
relationships change. We use an example to 
describe the need of the adaptation. Suppose an 
employee may be a manager or a worker. A 
manager can read the personal information of a 
worker assigned to him but cannot read that 
information of other workers. Assume that 
initially the worker “w1” is assigned to the 
manager “m1”. With this object state, “m1” is 
allowed to read the personal information of “w1”. 
Suppose after a period of time, “w1” is 
re-assigned to the manager “m2”. With this object 
state, “m1” is no longer allowed to read the 
personal information of “w1”. The example 
reveals that changing object state results in 
changing access rights. To adapt to dynamic 

object state change, access rights should be 
allowed to change dynamically. 

b. Adapt to dynamic role change. In an 
object-oriented system, an object or object 
method plays a role. Dynamic role change refers 
to changing object or method’s role during 
program execution. For example, a worker “w1” 
may be promoted to be a manager (i.e., the object 
“w1” changes role from “worker” to “manager”). 
When role changes, access rights will also be 
changed. For example, access rights of “w1” will 
change when he changes role from “worker” to 
“manager”. To adapt to dynamic role change, 
access rights should be allowed to change 
dynamically. 

 
2. Related Work 
 
Traditional access control is achieved by access 
control matrix (ACM) [27]. A subject can access an 
object if the required access right appears in the 
matrix. ACM allows only static access control 
[28-29]. On the other hand, DACM (dynamic access 
control matrix) [28] dynamically grants access rights, 
which allows dynamic access right allocation. 

MAC is useful in access control. An important 
milestone of MAC is that proposed by 
Bell&LaPadula [7]. It categorizes the security levels 
of objects and subjects. Access control follows the 
“no read up” and “no write down” rules [7, 23]. 
Bell&LaPadula’s model has been generalized into the 
lattice model [8-10] (see [30] for a survey of lattice 
models). In the typical lattice model proposed by 
Denning [8-9], the “can flow” relationship controls 
information flows and the join operator avoids Trojan 
horses. 

The model in [11] controls information flows in 
object-oriented systems. It uses ACLs of objects to 
compute ACLs of executions (which may consist of 
one or more methods). A message filter is used to 
filter out possibly non-secure information flows. 
Since the computation of an execution’s ACL takes 
information propagation into consideration, Trojan 
horses are avoided. Flexibility is added to the model 
by allowing exceptions during or after method 
execution [12-13]. More flexibility is added using 
versions [25]. 
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The purpose-oriented model [16-18] proposes 
that invoking a method may be allowed for some 
methods but disallowed for others, even when the 
invokers belong to the same object. This 
consideration is correct, because the security levels 
of an object’s methods may be different [23]. 
Different methods can thus access information in 
different security levels. The model uses object 
methods to create a flow graph, from which 
non-secure information flows can be identified. 

The decentralized label approach [2-5] marks the 
security levels of variables using labels. A label is 
composed of policies, which should be 
simultaneously obeyed. A policy in a label is 
composed of an owner and zero or more readers that 
are allowed to access the data. Both owners and 
readers are principals, which may be users, group of 
users, and so on. Principals are grouped into 
hierarchies using the act-for relationships. Join 
operation is used to avoid Trojan horses. 
Declassification is allowed. Write access is 
controlled [5]. The approach in [14] also applies the 
label approach. Every file, device, pipe, and process 
in a UNIX system is attached with a label to control 
the access. Join operation is used to avoid Trojan 
horses. Declassification is allowed. 

Section 1 states that RBAC is useful in 
information flow control because it is a super set of 
DAC and MAC. Since the original design of RBAC 
is not for access control within object-oriented 
systems, most features mentioned in section 1 are not 
offered by the general cases of RBAC. The model in 
[15] applies RBAC for access control within 
object-based systems. It classifies object methods 
and derives a flow graph from method invocations. 
From the graph, non-secure information flows can be 
identified. 

 
3. The Model 
 
We first describe RBAC96, which is the basis of 
MRBAC and then describe MRBAC in this section. 
 
3.1 RBAC96 
 
RBAC96 [26] is composed of a set of permissions, a 
set of roles, a set of users, a set of sessions, a set of 
permission to role assignment, a set of user to role 
assignment, a function that maps sessions to users, a 
function that maps sessions to roles, a role hierarchy, 
and a set of constraints. Among the components, a 
role is composed of a set of permissions. Roles are 
structured using the “ ≥ ” relationship. If a 
relationship “x ≥  y” exists, “x” possesses all the 
permissions of “y”. A user is a human being or an 
agent. Users can create sessions, during which a user 
playing a role possesses the permissions of the role. 
The permissions will be revoked when the session 

ends or the user does not play the role. Since 
permissions are not assigned to users, adjustment of 
user permissions can be achieved through role 
assignment. 
 
3.2 MRBAC 
 
A difficult job to solve by MRBAC is adapting to 
dynamic object state change. We found that class 
relationships [31-32] are useful in the adaptation. In 
using class relationships for the adaptation, every 
relationship should be associated with an access 
control policy. Objects linked by a relationship 
should obey the relationship’s access control policy. 
When the relationship linking two or more objects 
changes, the access control policy to obey by the 
objects changes. This corresponds to adapting to 
dynamic object state change. For example, in the 
manager/worker example mentioned in section 1, we 
can define two reflexive relationships for the class 
“employee”, which are “assigned” and 
“not_assigned”. When the worker employee “w1” is 
assigned to the manager employee “m1”, they are 
linked by an “assigned” relationship. In this 
relationship, the access control policy allows “m1” to 
read the personal information of “w1”. When “w1” is 
re-assigned to another manager, the “assigned” 
relationship instance between “w1” and “m1” should 
be removed and a “not_assigned” relationship should 
be established to link them. In this relationship, the 
access control policy disallows “m1” to read the 
personal information of “w1”. 

MRBAC defines an instance of a class 
relationship as a session. When a class relationship is 
instantiated to link objects, a session is established 
among the objects. With this definition, changing 
object state corresponds to changing sessions. When 
objects change session, the access control policy for 
the objects to obey changes. This change 
accomplishes the adaptation of dynamic object state 
change. 

As described above, every class relationship is 
associated with an access control policy. The access 
control policies of all class relationships in a system 
constitute the access control policy of the system. In 
MRBAC, information flows within a session is 
allowed whereas those among sessions are prohibited. 
Moreover, information flows among objects within a 
session should obey the policy of the class 
relationship from which the session is instantiated. 

After defining sessions and their access control 
policies, permissions and roles should be defined. A 
permission is composed of a variable and its access 
rights. The access right of a variable may be “R” (for 
“read”), “W” (for “write”), or “RW” (for both “read” 
and “write”). A role is a set of permissions. It is 
played by an object method because methods 
manipulate variables. An object is a composite role 
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because objects consist of methods. Since roles in 
MRBAC are object methods, dynamically changing a 
role within an object causes other roles (i.e., methods) 
in the same object to change. For example, when a 
worker becomes a manager, every method in the 
worker object change role. Therefore, changing role 
in MRBAC corresponds to changing composite role. 

In addition to the components mentioned above, 
MRBAC associates two more components with each 
variable to facilitate read and write access control. 
They are the senders (SENDER) and data sources 
(DSOURCE) of a variable. SENDER records the 
methods that pass a variable as an argument. 
DSOURCE records the methods from which a 
variable’s data are derived. For example, suppose the 
attribute “attName” is derived from the variable 
“var1” and “var2”, and “var1” and “var2” are 
respectively written by the methods “mdx” and 
“mdy”. Then, the DSOURCE of “attName” is the set 
“{mdx, mdy}” after the derivation. MRBAC is 
formally defined below: 
 
Definition 1. MBRAC = (RELATIONSHIP, SESSION, 

SESSION_OBJECT_MAPPING, CONSTRAINT, 
DSOURCE, SENDER), in which 
a. RELATIONSHIP is a set of class relationships. 

A relationship can be instantiated to create 
sessions. Definition 2 defines a class 
relationship. 

b. SESSION is a set of sessions. Each session is 
an instance of a class relationship. 

c. SESSION_OBJECT_MAPPING is a set of 
functions, each of which maps a session to 
the objects that are within the session. 

d. CONSTRAINT is the set of constraints. 
e. DSOURCE is the set of data sources. 
f. SENDER is the set of senders. 

Definition 2. The RELATIONSHIP component in 
MRBAC is the set of class relationships. A class 
relationship reli is defined below: 
reli = (NAME, CLASS, METHOD, VARIABLE, 

PERMISSION, ROLE, 
METHOD_ROLE_MAPPING, 
COMPOSITE_ROLE, 
DECLASSIFICATION), in which 
a. NAME is the name of the relationship. 
b. CLASS is the set of classes linked by the 

relationship. A composite role name is 
associated with a class. Instances of the 
class play the composite role. 

c. METHOD is the set of class methods. A 
method belongs to a class. 

d. VARIABLE is the set containing attributes, 
method variables, and method return 
values. A variable belongs to a class. 

e. PERMISSION is the set of permissions in 
the relationship. 

f. ROLE is the set of roles in the relationship. 

A role is played by a method and is 
composed of a set of permissions. 

g. MEDTOH_ROLE_MAPPING is a set of 
functions, each of which maps a method 
to a role (which means that the method 
plays the role). 

h. COMPOSITE_ROLE is the set of 
composite roles. A composite role is 
composed of roles (i.e., methods). 
Composite roles are used in role change. 

i. DECLASSIFICATION is a set of special 
variables for declassification. 

 
3.3 Secure information flows in MRBAC 
 
Information flows in a system includes direct flows 
and indirect flows. Indirect flows refer to accessing 
information via the third one. For example, after the 
method “md1” reads the information of “var1” into 
“var2”, a method that read “var2” corresponds to 
indirectly reading “var1” via “md1”. Both direct and 
indirect flows should be secure. 

In an object-oriented system, direct information 
flows includes the flows among methods and those 
within a method. Information flows among methods 
are induced by statements that involve messages. 
Other information flows are flows within a method. 
In the following discussion, we use the term “method 
invocation” to replace the term “message”. 

When a method invocation from “obj1.md1” to 
“obj2.md2” appears, “obj1” and “obj2” should be 
within a session. Otherwise, the invocation is not 
allowed. Suppose “obj1” and “obj2” are within a 
session and “obj1.md1” passes the argument list 
“(arg1, arg2, . . ., argn)” to the parameter list “(par1, 
par2, . . ., parn)” of “obj2.md2”. Then, the access 
rights, DSOURCE, and SENDER of every argument 
in the argument list should be copied to the 
corresponding parameter in the parameter list. This 
copying is necessary because a parameter receiving 
an argument inherits the security level of the 
argument. After the copying, the invoked method is 
executed and every information flow within the 
method should be secure. To ensure secure 
information flows within a method, the following 
secure information flow conditions should be true 
when the value derived from the variables “var1”, 
“var2”, . . ., “varn” is assigned to the variable 
“d_var” (suppose the derivation appears in the 
method “mdx” playing the role “rolemdx”). 
 
First secure information flow condition: ({{var1, 

R}, {var2, R}, . . . , {varn, R}} ⊆  rolemdx) ∧  
({var1, R} ∈  (∩ i rolesender_var1(i)) ∧  ({var2, R} 
∈  (∩ i rolesender_var2(i)) ∧  . . . ∧  ({varn, R} 
∈  (∩ i rolesender_varn(i)) 

Second secure information flow condition: ({d_var, 
W} ∈  rolemdx) ∧ ({d_var, W} ∈ ( ∩ i,j 
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roledsource_var(i,j))) ∧  ({d_var, W} ∈  ( ∩ i,j 
rolesender_var(i,j))) 

 
The permission “{var1,R}” means “var1” is allowed 
to be read whereas “{d_var,W}” means “d_var” is 
allowed to be written. The notation “rolesender_var1(i)” is 
the role played by the ith method in the SENDER of 
the variable “var1”. The notation “∩ i rolesender_var1(i)” 
is the intersection of roles’ permissions, in which the 
roles are played by the methods in the SENDER of 
the variable “var1”. The notation “roledsource_var(i,j)” is 
the role played by the jth method in the DSOURCE of 
the ith variable that derives “d_var”. The notation 
“rolesender_var(i,j)” is the role played by the jth method in 
the SENDER of the ith variable that derives “d_var”. 
The notation “∩ i,j roledsource_var(i,j)” is the intersection 
of roles’ permissions, in which the roles are played 
by the methods in the DSOURCEs of the variables 
deriving “d_var”. The notation “∩ i,j rolesender_var(i,j)” 
is the intersection of roles’ permissions, in which the 
roles are played by the methods in the SENDERs of 
the variables deriving “d_var”. 

The first secure information flow condition 
controls read access. It requires that the method 
“mdx” should be allowed to read the variables 
deriving “d_var” because “mdx” directly read the 
variables. It also requires that the senders of a 
variable should be allowed to read the variable 
because the senders indirectly read the variable. The 
second secure information flow condition controls 
write access. It requires that the method “mdx” as 
well as every method in the DSOURCEs and 
SENDERs of the variables deriving “d_var” must 
possess a permission to write “d_var”. 

The two secure information flow conditions 
ensure secure direct information flows. As mentioned 
above, the security of indirect information flows 
should also be ensured. Ensuring this security 
corresponds to avoiding Trojan horses. We use the 
join operation [2-5] (the symbol is “⊕ ”) to avoid 
Trojan horses. If the value of the variable “var3” is 
derived from the variables “var1” and “var2”, the 
access rights of “var3” will be changed by the join 
operation. 

To explain the join operation, we let “Rvar1” and 
“Rvar2” be respectively the sets of methods allowed to 
read “var1” and “var2”; “Wvar1” and “Wvar2” be 
respectively the sets of methods allowed to write 
“var1” and “var2”; “DSOURCEvar1” and 
“DSOURCEvar2” be respectively the DSOURCEs of 
“var1” and “var2”; and “SENDERvar1” and 
“SENDERvar2” be respectively the SENDERs of 
“var1” and “var2”. When “var3” is derived from 
“var1” and “var2”, then “Rvar3”, “Wvar3”, 
“DSOURCEvar3”, and “SENDERvar3” will be set by 
the result of “var1⊕ var2” as defined in Definition 3. 
Here “Rvar1/Rvar2” and “Wvar1/Wvar2” can be extracted 
from the permissions containing “var1/var2”. After 

the join, the resulting “Rvar3” and “Wvar3” should be 
used to change the permissions containing “var3”. 
 
Definition 3: If “var3” is derived from “var1” and 

“var2” within the method “mdx”, then 
“var1 ⊕ var2” will set “Rvar3”, “Wvar3”, 
“DSOURCEvar3”, and “SENDERvar3” as follows: 
 
Rvar3 = Rvar1∩ Rvar2 
Wvar3 = Wvar1∪Wvar2 
DSOURCEvar3 = 
DSOURCEvar1∪DSOURCEvar2∪ {mdx} 
SENDERvar3 = SENDERvar1∪ SENDERvar2 

 
The join operation trusts less or the same set of 

readers, which will not lower down security level of 
the derived data. The operation trusts more writers. It 
is reasonable because a writer that can write a 
variable should be considered a trusted data source 
for the data derived from the variable. Below we 
prove that the join operation avoids Trojan horses. 
 
Lemma 1: The join operation avoids Trojan horses. 
 
Proof: A Trojan horse results when a method “md2” 

leaks the information retrieved from “md1” to 
“md3” in which “md2” is allowed to read the 
information of “md1” whereas “md3” is not. To 
prove that Trojan horses are avoided, we let 
“var1” be a variable in “md1” which can be read 
by the methods in the set “Rvar1”. According to 
the above assumption, “md2” is in the set “Rvar1” 
but “md3” is not. We also let “var2” be a variable 
in “md2” whose value is derived from “var1” and 
other variables. After the derivation, “Rvar2” is 
modified by the join operation. 

Suppose that a Trojan horse exists among 
“md1”, “md2”, and “md3”. Without loss of 
generality, we assume that “md3” can read 
“var2”. If this assumption is true, “md3” is 
within “Rvar2”. However, according to the join 
operation in Definition 3, “Rvar2” is the 
intersection of “Rvar1” and other sets of methods 
because “var2” is derived from “var1” and other 
variables. Since “md3” is not in “Rvar1”, “md3” 
is not in “Rvar2”. This contradicts the assumption. 
# 

 
4. Conclusions 
 
This paper proposes a role-based information flow 
control model for object-oriented systems. It is a 
modification of RBAC96, which is named MRBAC 
(modified RBAC). It uses secure information flow 
conditions to ensure information flows security. 
Moreover, it can adapt to dynamic object state 
change and dynamic role change. 
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